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ABSTRACT
Protecting clean sport, and the rights of athletes to a clean sport environ-
ment, is at the centre of anti-doping policies. To better support and 
enable clean athletes and sport, an understanding of the clean athlete 
lifeworld is required. The current study explored the ways that clean 
athletes are personally affected by others’ actual or suspected instances 
of doping and anti-doping rule violations, and by aspects of the anti- 
doping system. Qualitative Secondary Analysis (QSA) was used to re- 
analyse and interpret 13 focus group transcripts generated from the 
‘Research-Embedded Strategic Plan for Anti-Doping Education Clean 
Sport Alliance Initiative for Tackling Doping’ (RESPECT) project (see 
Petróczi et al., 2021b). The sample in the parent study included 82 self- 
declared clean elite athletes, from Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, 
Slovenia, and the UK. Reflexive thematic analysis generated three over-
arching themes: The harm done by clean athletes having to coexist with 
dopers, how clean athletes are undermined by a disingenuous interest in 
clean sport, and the anxiety experienced by clean athletes over mistakes 
that could lead to anti-doping rule violations. The impacts of doping on 
clean athletes – direct or indirect – are experienced by all clean athletes in 
some way. The results indicate that current approaches to anti-doping 
rule compliance frequently undermine clean athletes and the perceived 
legitimacy of the anti-doping system.
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Introduction

The latest Anti-Doping Code (WADA 2021a) and its associated International Standards brought new 
tools to the anti-doping arsenal. On the testing side, following the 2021 International Standard for 
Testing and Investigations mandate for signatories to have a written strategy for storage and further 
analysis as part of their testing programs (WADA 2021b), the International Testing Agency (ITA) has 
established a highly secured Centralized Long-Term Storage Facility (CLTSF) on behalf of the 
International Olympic Committee (ITA, 2020). Storing samples for up to 10 years at no additional 
cost aimed to assist National Anti-Doping Organisations (NADOs) and International Federations to 
retain and retest the samples collected leading up to any Olympic events. Alongside the samples 
collected at the Olympic events by the ITA, this move extends the threat of detection beyond the 
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currently available methods and thus is expected to deter athletes from using prohibited substances 
and/or methods, as well as from experimenting with new, not-yet-prohibited and often risky 
substances. Preventive measures also include the new International Standard for Education 
(WADA 2021c) which sets mandatory components for anti-doping education offered for athletes 
globally. These new, along with existing, anti-doping measures place further pressure on organisa-
tions responsible for anti-doping, leading to a situation where organisations increasingly focus on 
their compliance-driven performance indicators to secure resources needed for maintaining their 
level of existence. This process has been described as a change in goals among the negative 
consequences of highly rule-driven bureaucratic organisations, where the set of rules and regula-
tions are often given greater importance than the end result (Merton 1963). This is increasingly so in 
what Petróczi and Boardley (2022) explain is a ‘wicked’ context, where the success of the ongoing 
management is more satisfactory than achieving a solution (Read et al., 2019), thereby nudging 
organisations towards evaluating performance in terms of compliance which is handy and easy to 
measure in comparison with achievement which is convoluted and ill-defined. Disadvantages of 
a highly bureaucratic, rule-driven system, also labelled as bureaucratic red tape in the cognate 
literature, is felt by people who work in or are affected by the system (Bozemann, 2000, Hattke et al.  
2020).

In sport, the employees are the anti-doping managers, intelligence officers, doping control 
officers and educators, whereas the client group comprises of athletes and members of their 
entourage. The impact of dealing with bureaucratic red tape is felt in everyday practices and has 
an affective quality which in turn has implications for organisational performance and member 
engagement (George et al., 2021), as well as perceptions of legitimacy of the system with its complex 
rules and regulations that may not be followed equally by all stakeholders. Indeed, perception of 
anti-doping legitimacy stems from multiple sources, among which procedural legitimacy, the 
perceived fairness in the processes and outcomes, includes the balance between efforts, inconve-
nience and sacrifices, and the results achieved (Tyler and Jackson 2014, Woolway et al., 2020).

Through the lens of ethical and legal perspectives, the impact of anti-doping rules and measures 
on athletes’ lives, rights to privacy, and workers’ rights, along with the legitimacy of these measures, 
has been extensively debated in the literature (e.g., McGregor et al. 2013, Borry et al. 2018, Allen et al.  
2019, Loland and McNamee 2019, Reed et al. 2020, van der Sloot et al. 2020, Gleaves 2021, Qvarfordt 
et al. 2021). Empirical studies on athletes’ perceptions of these measures indicate that athletes are 
aware of inequalities in global implementation of the anti-doping rules, are concerned about 
competing against athletes from countries with a less rigorous anti-doping regime (Overbye 2016,  
2017, Efverström et al. 2016a, 2016b), are discontent with the practicalities of the whereabout system 
(Overbye and Wagner 2014, Valkenburg et al. 2014), and face the conundrum of limited scope for 
action yet full responsibility (Qvarfordt et al. 2019), as well as the potential misuse of the Therapeutic 
Use Exemption (TUE) system (Overbye and Wagner 2014). Athletes also appear to agree that clean 
sport behaviour is not resulting from the deterring effect of testing and sanctions which are 
considered as ineffective to prevent doping (Overbye et al. 2014, Overbye 2017, Westmattelmann 
et al. 2018). Rather, as recent studies (e.g., Barkoukis et al., 2022, Clancy et al. 2022) suggest, perceived 
legitimacy of anti-doping impacts athletes’ views on ‘clean sport’ as promoted by anti-doping 
organisations and athletes’ trust in the anti-doping system, leading to frustration around its 
demands and infringements on athlete privacy for the greater good, and keeping reactions within 
the realm of anti-doping compliance. Following clean sport principles and being committed to clean 
sport behaviour is more deeply rooted in personal values and integrity, stemming from their early life 
experiences and upbringing and is formed prior to any interaction with anti-doping. This is in line 
with the combined models of legitimacy (e.g., Jackson et al. 2012, Tyler and Jackson 2014) which 
propose complimentary pathways to rule compliance, partly stemming from moral values (i.e., 
respect for the authority, the law and rules) and partly from shared goals (i.e., importance of clean 
sport for all in the current and for the next generations).
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The collective sentiment in studies on anti-doping legitimacy suggests that athletes feel that they 
are an integral part of sport, and clean sport, therefore their views should matter, and they should be 
more involved in anti-doping in a positive sense (Efverström et al. 2016a, Macedo et al. 2019, Petróczi 
et al. 2021b), which starts with listening to their views and concerns. Reviewing different sources (i.e., 
Gleaves and Christiansen 2019) captures athletes views about WADA and ‘The Code’ and concludes 
with a strong argument for involving athletes in anti-doping based on empirical evidence from 
previous investigations (e.g., Valkenburg et al. 2014) and existing examples of collaborative efforts 
between athletes and policy makers. Although many anti-doping organisations invite athlete 
representatives to their respective boards, their roles vary widely across the field.

Alternatively, academic research can give voice to a much larger group of athletes. Their uncut 
views, captured by Petróczi et al. (2021b), offer a complex picture. On the one hand, athletes are 
appreciative of anti-doping efforts and speak positively of their own system. On the other hand, they 
voice frustration about the daily dealings with various elements of the system such as ADAMS, the 
whereabouts requirements, and are concerned about accidentally making a mistake that might be 
construed as an anti-doping rule violation, as set out in the World Anti-Doping Code (WADA 2021a). 
Furthermore, the disparity in doping control they experienced or witnessed during their sporting 
career as high-performing athletes, along with perceived unjust instances of leniency in how 
sanctions are handled for anti-doping rule violations, undermine their trust in global anti-doping 
and temper their hopes for the future.

Another, and less explored, avenue taken to understand the lifeworld (i.e., subjective everyday 
experiences and the physical surroundings that make up one’s world), of clean athletes and enquire 
about the ways they are or have been personally affected by others’ use of prohibited performance 
enhancing drugs. For instance, creative non-fiction work by Erickson et al. (2016) offers first-person 
accounts of four athletes in two ‘life stories’ to show the ways active and retired clean athletes can be 
impacted by doping. Athletes’ experiences due to others around them doping were complex and 
included financial, emotional, and relational effects that can last during – as well as after – a career as 
an elite athlete. These impacts, collectively, could include missing out of qualifiers, positions, medals 
and sponsorship, being consistently fearful for reputation, and exercising extreme caution to ensure 
nothing sinister can happen. The latter can stem from distrust in nations with bad reputations for 
doping and/or anti-doping compliance, having a lax approach to doping control, or a great degree of 
uncertainty around food. Losing out on a medal is not purely based on a (doped) better performance 
but can also result from the mindset that focuses more on the opponent (and guessing whether he/ 
she doped) than on one’s own performance. Participating athletes reported shock and disillusion 
when someone they (thought they) knew turned out to be a doper. At the same time this experience, 
albeit difficult to process emotionally and intellectually, serves as a reality check for clean athletes, 
making them acutely aware that one does not have to be a bad person to dope. Association with 
a doper who is or was a friend is a conflicting and emotionally painful experience for athletes who are 
committed to and advocating clean sport (Erickson et al. 2019). The (perceived or real) need to 
constantly defend a ‘clean’ status and living – unjustly – under the cloud of suspicion is exhausting 
and a source of persisting frustration. The impact of doping on the reputation of the sport, team, and 
country is recognised, against which clean athletes feel powerless.

Similarly, Shelley et al. (2021) recently reported on the ways that self-declared clean athletes had 
been affected by doping. On the one hand, athletes interviewed were unequivocally and intrinsically 
motivated to follow clean sport behaviour, not because of fear of sanctions and repercussion if they 
do otherwise but because they wanted to be true to the values and morals they have been raised 
with. They valued honest and authentic sport achievement above everything else. On the other 
hand, they also spoke at length about the negative consequences they suffer from both doping 
around them and the daily demands of anti-doping. Noting the lack of trust in the global anti-doping 
system due to international inconsistencies, athletes also highlighted the dearth of support or 
recognition of athletes committed to clean sport by the system. Furthermore, participants spoke 
at length about how doping by others (i.e., competitors, fellow athletes, or even teammates) can 
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have a detrimental impact on athletes’ emotional and psychological wellbeing, motivation and 
performance goals, and earning potential, underscoring the need to take the impact of doping as 
well as anti-doping on the lives of clean athletes into account when devising and implementing anti- 
doping policies for the sake of protecting clean sport and clean athletes. However, because this 
study exclusively focused on British track and field athletes, further research is needed on the impact 
of (anti-) doping with more geographically diverse samples including a variety of sports.

Drawing upon two complimentary theories – the Incremental Model of Doping Behaviour 
(Petróczi 2013) and Personal Integrity Theory (Gardiner et al., 2017) – Clancy et al. (2022) re- 
analysed life-story interviews with 14 elite athletes from three European countries. Although all 
participants were deemed to be a ‘clean athlete’ by the regulatory definition, their individual 
conceptions of clean sport and commitment to personal integrity presented on a continuum from 
a strict position of not using any substances through to the carefully managed use of non-prohibited 
substances and/or methods for performance-enhancement. For the first time, a clear distinction 
between commitment to clean sport principles and anti-doping rule compliance was evidenced. 
Doping was seen as the consequence of a lapse in, or a lack of, personal commitment to clean sport. 
Among the factors that could push athletes towards doping (e.g., medical, financial, performance 
concerns, perceived prevalence of doping in the environment), perceptions of legitimacy of the anti- 
doping system featured strongly. On the other hand, acceptance of doping in their personal 
environment, anti-doping environment, motivation for sport and meeting personal performance 
goals with permitted means helped athletes to build and maintain personal commitment to clean 
sport.

With the more athlete-centred focus of anti-doping outreach and education and the noticeable 
(and welcome) shift from catching the cheats to protecting clean sport (Petróczi et al. 2017, Qvarford 
et al. 2019), it is timely that research also shifts its focus to clean sport to explore how doping and 
anti-doping impact the lives of those who chose to follow clean sport behaviour. If anti-doping is 
striving for a high degree of legitimacy, its policies must address the needs of those who make 
personal contributions to the much-desired clean sport culture by choosing to be a ‘clean athlete’. 
Being a clean athlete may come naturally to them, but it does not mean that it is easy, nor should 
they be taken for granted as being non-problematic cases. Exploring how doping and anti-doping 
impact the lives and careers of clean athletes is therefore long overdue (Petróczi 2018, 2019). In 
addition, a sector-wide Delphi study among stakeholders set a research agenda for the next ten years 
(Boardley et al. 2021), which then informed WADA’s social science research programme (WADA  
2022). Among the research areas of importance, ‘clean athletes’ perception of their representation 
and support within the anti-doping system was identified and agreed upon (Boardley et al. 2021). 
The purpose of the current study was aligned to this research priority and examined the ways clean 
athletes have been and continue to be personally affected by doping and anti-doping. Specifically, 
secondary qualitative analysis was used to examine the following research question: In what ways 
are clean athletes personally affected by others’ actual or suspected instances of doping and anti- 
doping rule violations, and by aspects of the anti-doping system?

Method

The current study was conducted from an interpretivist philosophical position, which emphasises 
the understanding and meaning people (i.e., self-declared clean elite athletes) create for, and 
attribute, to their experiences (i.e., others’ actual or suspected doping; Poucher et al. 2020). 
Interpretivism is based on a relativist ontology (i.e., multiple individual realities) and a subjectivist 
epistemology (i.e., knowledge is constructed and subjective; Poucher et al. 2020). Within the 
current study, the authors co-constructed knowledge and interpreted the meaning of the lived 
experiences outlined within a parent dataset (i.e., Petróczi et al. 2021b) through a process of 
secondary analysis.
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Research design: secondary analysis

Qualitative secondary analysis (QSA) is a research methodology which involves the re-use of pre- 
existing qualitative data to either investigate new questions or verify the findings of previous work 
(Heaton 2019). QSA has grown in popularity within social sciences alongside more general shifts 
towards promoting openness, transparency, and sharing of qualitative research data (see Ruggiano 
and Perry 2019). The current study re-uses ‘self-collected data’ (Heaton 2008) to investigate additional 
questions to those used in a primary research study (i.e., Petróczi et al. 2021b). Specifically, secondary 
analysis was conducted on a parent dataset from a 3-year Community-Based Participatory Research 
(CBPR) study which explored the meaning and importance of ‘clean sport’ and ‘clean athlete 
identity’. This study was conducted as part of the ‘Research-Embedded Strategic Plan for Anti- 
Doping Education: Clean Sport Alliance Initiative for Tackling Doping’ (RESPECT) project funded by 
the European Union under the Erasmus + Collaborative Partnerships programme. All authors were 
part of the RESPECT project and parent study, however the authorship order changed based on 
relative contributions.

QSA was chosen to address the research question for the following reasons: Firstly, during the 
original analytical process, it was noted that participants had spoken about the ways doping and 
anti-doping personally impacted them and other clean athletes. However, these ‘impact meanings’ 
were not closely linked to the original research questions. Secondly, in line with the semi-structured 
and thus flexible open-ended nature of the focus groups, unanticipated discussions about life as 
clean athletes were allowed and facilitated, hence it was agreed that there was sufficient depth and 
breadth of data addressing impact meanings to warrant a new and more focused secondary analysis. 
Thirdly, based on the richness and uniqueness of the dataset, the authors highlighted the need to re- 
analyse the dataset with a specific focus on the impact of doping on how clean athletes experience 
being in a ‘dopogenic’ environment and experience staying clean in such environments (Backhouse 
et al. 2018). Dopogenic environments represent those that entice doping via favourable conditions, 
opportunities, real or perceived pressures, and normalisation. Finally, the secondary analysis max-
imised participation and avoided over-burdening this hard-to-reach sample of elite clean athletes 
(Heaton 2004).

Sample

The sample in the parent study included 82 self-declared clean elite athletes (Male = 50, Female = 32) 
between 18 and 46 years of age (Mage = 25.76, SD = 5.53) (see Petróczi et al. 2021b). Participants were 
from five European countries including: Ireland (n = 14), Netherlands (n = 15), Germany (n = 23), 
Slovenia (n = 14), and the United Kingdom (n = 16) and competed in 36 different sports. At the point 
of data collection, participants were either competitive athletes (n = 72) or had recently retired from 
competitive sport (n = 10). Nineteen had participated and won medals at the Olympics/Paralympics 
(n = 1), World Championships (n = 13) or European championships (n = 5). In addition, 47 had 
participated at either the Olympics/Paralympics (n = 10), World Championships and/or European 
Championships (n = 35), or Commonwealth Games (n = 2). Furthermore, 16 participants had 
competed at the highest level within their age group and/or sport (e.g., national leagues, interna-
tional competitions, world cups). Finally, 61% of the participants were in Registered Testing Pool 
(RTP). Specifically, 74% had been tested at least once, 34% had been tested more than ten times 
during their athlete career, and 89% had received formal anti-doping education.

Focus groups (parent dataset)

The parent dataset analysed for the current study consisted of twelve national focus groups and one 
international follow-up focus group. National focus groups were conducted with a total of 77 
athletes in Germany (k = 3), UK (k = 3), Ireland (k = 2), Netherlands (k = 2), and Slovenia (k = 2) in 
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the respective native languages. The national focus group guide was divided into four main sections 
that explored participants’ views regarding: (a) The definition and personal importance of ‘clean 
sport’ and being a ‘clean athlete’; (b) The challenges to clean sport and being a clean athlete; (c) 
hopes and possibilities for the future; and (d) an open discussion in relation to clean sport. The 
national focus groups were semi-structured and lasted between 22:27 and 90:34 minutes (M = 61:02, 
SD = 20.54).

The international focus group was conducted in English with nine athletes, four of which also took 
part in the national focus groups. The international focus group lasted 151:23 minutes and was 
based on themes and sub-themes generated by an initial analysis of the national focus group data 
(see Petróczi et al. 2021b). Participants were encouraged to reflect on the themes identified and to 
challenge the researchers’ interpretations of the analysis. All focus groups were transcribed and 
professionally translated and produced 352 pages of text.

Ethics

Following institutional ethical approval, informed consent was attained from participants during the 
parent study. This included their permission for anonymised transcripts to be stored securely and 
used for scientific purposes (e.g., primary and secondary analysis). The anonymised transcripts are 
not publicly available and are only accessible to the authors due to the high-profile nature of some of 
the participants. It is important to note that formal ethical approval for the secondary analysis was 
also obtained from a UK based university ethics committee.

Data analysis

Due to its flexibility as a method (rather than a fully embedded methodology), the parent dataset 
was secondary analysed using thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006, 2020). Specifically, reflexive 
thematic analysis was used because of its emphasis on the subjectivity of the researcher and its 
concerted engagement with the data during interpretation (Braun and Clarke 2020). The six-steps of 
reflexive thematic analysis were conducted by the first author using NVivo. In phase one, clean 
transcripts were re-read and written notes were made about key ‘impact meanings’ that could be 
interpreted from each focus group. These initial thoughts, ideas, interests, and interpretations were 
discussed with the third author who acted as a critical friend (Smith and McGannon 2018). 
Specifically, the third author was able to draw upon contextual experiences of being present and 
involved in the UK and international focus groups, as well as offering subject expertise, personal 
experience as an elite athlete, and recent case studies in the media to assist interpretation of the 
data. In phase two, the transcripts were inductively coded to identify important features within the 
data that were relevant to the research question. During phase three, these initial codes were 
subsequently organised into initial sub-themes (e.g., Denied Medals, Money, and Memories, Altered 
Perceptions and Expectations of Self) and themes (e.g., A Harmful Coexistence with Dopers) and based 
on patterns of shared meaning. At this point, a set of provisional themes, theme definitions, theme 
names, and an accompanying thematic map were discussed by the first, second, and sixth author 
who had also read all the focus group transcripts (Phase 4). Following this, in phase five the authors 
reviewed the themes and considered whether they were forming a coherent pattern across the 
whole data set. In phase six, an analytical commentary was constructed, refining the arrangement of 
themes and theme definitions, and selecting appropriate extracts (i.e., quotes) to help illustrate the 
different ‘impact meanings’ that had been interpreted. This analytical commentary was then read by 
all other authors, with their suggestions for any further refinement being discussed and actioned 
where appropriate.
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Quality criteria & methodological rigour

Drawing upon a ‘relativist approach’ (Sparkes and Smith 2009), the current study can be evaluated 
using existing criteria which has been used to judge the quality of QSA (i.e., Ruggiano and Perry  
2019). In line with our philosophical position, the QSA criterion acts as a starting point for judging the 
current study and includes the following categories: a) the relationship of the researchers with the 
parent study (i.e., the current study involved re-examining qualitative data, from the parent study 
that the authors were involved with, to explore a new research question); b) ethical considerations in 
secondary study (e.g., authors provided information on ethical approval for the parent study and 
QSA); and (c) attention given to methods and rigour of the parent study and secondary studies. 
Specifically, the current study provides a detailed description of the parent study and dataset (i.e., 
project, funding source, aims, design, sample, data collection, and analysis). In addition, methodo-
logical rigour was maintained during the process of QSA by including research team members from 
the original study, conducting QSA on un-coded transcripts, and use of audit trails. Furthermore, 
the second, third, and sixth authors acted as ‘critical friends’ throughout the analysis, offered different 
perspective, and challenged the first authors interpretations of the data. As a final point, athlete 
researchers from the parent study were provided with the opportunity to offer their reflections on 
the results but none did.

Results

Secondary analysis led to the generation of three themes (i.e., a harmful co-existence with dopers, 
undermined by a disingenuous interest in clean sport, and clean anxiety) that address different ways 
in which clean athletes have been and are affected by doping and anti-doping. These themes, and 
further sub-themes, are described and illustrated below.

A harmful coexistence with dopers

Participants felt that clean sport was an unachievable ideal whereby dopers would always be ‘out 
there’ unless a zero-tolerance approach was taken to any anti-doping rule violation or a positive test 
result. Hence, participants spoke of what this realisation had been like for them and how it had 
affected them or other clean athletes they knew of. Three distinct sub-themes that exemplify the 
harm done by having to coexist with dopers (i.e., denied medals, money, and memories, altered 
perceptions and expectations of self, and incite suspicion) are presented below.

Denied medals, money, and memories
One recurrent sub-theme that centred on the harmful impact of coexisting with dopers was the way 
that the presence of dopers denied clean athletes of something they otherwise deserved to have had 
or experienced that may have contributed to a more prosperous athletic career. This was about clean 
athletes being personally and directly negatively affected by another athlete who had doped. Clean 
athletes were believed to be regularly denied normative performance achievements by dopers that 
would have otherwise led to clean athletes qualifying for, progressing through, and/or winning 
competitions (and medals) and therefore securing funding. In turn, dopers denied clean athletes of 
experiences and thus memories connected to these performance achievements that would consti-
tute a more rewarding time in their sport. These experiences and memories could not be recreated 
or made up for. In addition, the sense of having been denied something was worsened by the way 
anti-doping authorities were seen to poorly manage, and unnecessarily delay, the process of 
amending the records (e.g., lack of PR to ensure recognition of the ‘true’ winner) and reallocating 
prize money or medals if relevant (e.g., making replica medals instead of recalling and redistributing 
the original medals). This is illustrated in the following excerpts taken from a [Country Removed for 
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Anonymity] focus group in which a participant, who was several years into their retirement from 
professional sport, spoke of learning that they would soon be retrospectively awarded a World 
Championship medal:

[At the time of the competition] I was quite pleased with making 5th place, of course I wanted the medal, 
everybody goes for that, but I did not get it. . . . the other then-competitors tested positive for doping, and 
I reached the 3rd place. When something like this happens, you start thinking “what would have happened if . . . 
if I had a medal in my pocket, I would have been more relaxed, secure, and self-confident and maybe ended up 
winning another one. Things would be rather different financially”. I worked hard for 20 years for those 5 minutes 
of glory in front of [Number Removed for Anonymity] people at the stadium, not to mention the party with your 
friends because you made it. I did not have this party. Actually, this has completely changed the course of my 
career. . . . I will go to the stadium and stand there by myself, probably, at the ceremony . . . get a copy of a medal 
which looks like our state championship medal. What angers me the most is that they do not have to return the 
money or the medal after 10 years . . . So what is the message here? You should just get drugged up and then 
after 10 years, when you have already stopped competing, you will not have to return anything.

Altered perceptions and expectations of self
Like the way that dopers denied clean athletes’ moments of success, co-existing with dopers was 
harmful because of the impact it has on clean athletes’ perceptions and expectations of the self. 
There were inferences in the data that because of the presence of dopers in sport, clean athletes 
developed certain perceptions about what was necessary to achieve in their sport and lesser 
perceptions of themselves. In this way, dopers set unrealistic or even dangerous standards for 
clean athletes to work towards in training and competition, with some athletes questioning their 
capability to work towards and meet such standards. As stated by a participant in a UK focus group 
whilst talking about a fellow competitor who had previously served a doping ban:

He’s done 17 meets in four weeks. I can’t even do that in a season. I almost don’t think, “I want him to get 
banned,” but I look at him and think, “What can I do to make myself better?” You then start questioning yourself 
and asking, “Why am I not as robust? Should I be doing this?” . . . Sometimes, it does get to me and I question 
myself and think, “Am I just a crappy athlete who can’t do all these meets like these other people do?”

Dopers were also said to impact clean athletes’ expectations of the self, whereby the realisation that 
dopers were ‘out there’ competing had prompted a change in clean athletes’ ambitions and goals. 
Unfortunately, some participants were able to envisage scenarios in which they would change their 
expectations of the self in ways that meant they were no longer interested in being a clean athlete or 
competing in sport altogether. Fortunately, dopers were perceived to be in the minority and so this 
had not been the case. Instead, a common actual change to the expectations they had of the self was 
that many clean athletes were doubtful of experiencing certain normative performance achieve-
ments and therefore ‘moving the goalposts’. In accepting that they had to coexist with dopers, 
participants spoke of coming to terms with the eventuality that winning a medal at an international 
competition (or indeed winning it at the time of the competition rather than being retrospectively 
awarded it) was unlikely to be within their reach and capabilities; the latter being more defined by 
what they are prepared or unwilling to do for a ‘better performance’ than their talent and hard work.

Incite suspicion
A third sub-theme addressing the harmful coexistence with dopers was the way that learning of 
doping acts incited suspicion in and of clean athletes. Finding out that another athlete had doped 
had prompted participants to feel suspicious about other athletes and to question the legitimacy of 
others’ competition performances by speculating whether they had been enabled by banned 
substances. As stated by a participant in an Irish focus group: ‘We talk about doping regularly, 
I suppose. We see results from an international race, and we question each other and say, “Do you 
reckon that athlete is on the juice?” We do that regularly.’ Furthermore, because of the presence of 
dopers in sport, clean athletes also had to live with the prospect that they could be subjected to the 
same speculation from others. Although most participants were able to interpret this as 
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a compliment or to give such speculation little attention or significance, some athletes did find this 
speculation problematic. As an example of this, a participant in a Netherlands focus group shared the 
following story of seeing speculative responses about her on social media:

I remember that when I first joined [the] elite team, my first year at the highest level, I won the World Cup, so that 
was very unexpected and of course I started reading people’s opinions. And from 100 reactions there was one 
who, for the fun of it, posted an emoji with an injection. I was upset for so long with the idea that people think 
[that]. I do this my whole life, since I was ten years old, skipping birthday parties because I want to [Sport 
Removed for Anonymity] and then I achieve that and then someone says something like that.

Dealing with a shadow of doubt about them and/or their achievements leads to several actions they 
employ to distance themselves physically and mentally from known dopers. As one participant in the 
Irish focus group explained how she would react if an athlete in her environment was found doping: 
‘I wouldn’t really want to train with them and I wouldn’t want to really interact with them’. 
Furthermore, it was highlighted during the international focus group that the prospect of being 
the target of others’ suspicions was related to why many clean athletes were not willing to publicly 
promote themselves or their sport as clean. As stated by a participant:

I feel like sometimes if you speak out and say, “I’m clean. I’m clean,” and you’re doing all these posts about clean 
sport, people think, “Why is she posting all this about clean sport? I’m sure there’s something hiding behind 
it.” . . . when you start talking about a topic and start justifying yourself for no reason, people always suspect that 
the opposite is true.

Undermined by a disingenuous interest in clean sport

Being a clean athlete involved experiences of anti-doping and their sport organisations that were 
perceived at times as not serving or prioritising the interests and needs of clean athletes. In these 
moments, participants questioned how genuine and committed their sport and the anti-doping 
system was in making the training and competition environment clean, thus participants were 
cynical that clean sport was a top priority. As these experiences accrued, participants increasingly 
felt undermined by the very system that purports to protect clean athletes and clean sport. 
Participants’ experiences related to this theme centred around two sub-themes, namely, the poor 
treatment of clean athletes and being clean is invisible.

Poor treatment of clean athletes
Alongside the undermining nature of the way dopers were perceived to be leniently treated, clean 
athletes felt undermined by experiences of poor treatment themselves. Rather than working with 
clean athletes and having structures or procedures in place to support and respect clean athletes, the 
anti-doping system was more regularly experienced as unfair, demanding, inflexible, non- 
cooperative, and even unsafe. Although participants were willing to comply with doping controls, 
this was on the basis that they were being administered in a fair and respectful manner. Yet the 
disparity sensed in the anti-doping system meant that athletes who were from nations or sports 
where anti-doping was more stringent were perceived as unfairly having to endure something 
negative. These meanings are illustrated in the following quotation spoken by a participant in 
a UK focus group:

I’ve had ten years of it [being tested]. That’s why I’m so passionate about having more out-of-competition 
testing. I feel like there is a lot [of testing] in competition but for me, it just seems only fair that everyone else in 
the world is getting tested out-of-competition. They’re not getting tested, so they’re potentially doping which is 
an advantage. Whereas I’m getting tested at home at 10 o’clock at night or 7 o’clock in the morning. That’s not 
fair. It’s so skewed. I don’t care about doing it but when you think about what happens . . . a total stranger comes 
to your house, they’re there for an hour and watches you pee. It’s actually weird . . . it’s so invasive.
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In a poignant example of inflexible testing conditions that failed to accommodate the accepted pre- 
competition practices within a specific sport, a participant in a Netherlands focus group recalled the 
following:

A day before a match you stop drinking [because we are trying to lose liquids], so when the doping authorities 
show up you’ve got a problem. Should we start to drink, we would get too heavy and wouldn’t be able to 
compete . . . [Name of an athlete] was approached by the doping authorities before a tournament, and although 
she opened the door, she refused to drink. . . . she got suspended for three months. In our sport this way of 
testing is a problem. Their response was that if she hadn’t opened the door, it would have been a ‘missed test’, 
without any consequences.

Another inference of the poor treatment of clean athletes was participants’ perceptions that they 
were insufficiently resourced and supported to meet anti-doping expectations. Hence, despite clean 
athletes’ willingness to comply with anti-doping, compliance was at times considered to be unne-
cessarily challenging because of a failure to invest in resources and support that would otherwise 
make compliance easier. For some, such poor treatment of clean athletes was spoken about in 
relation to the need for greater financial investment by the anti-doping system that would enable 
a move away from relying on the collection of urine samples that were experienced by several as 
personally invasive, to the collection of blood samples to test for banned substances. Athletes were 
clear about the distinction between being a clean athlete, which came naturally to them, and being 
anti-doping rule compliant, which requires conscious and sustained effort on the athletes’ part, and 
comes at costs financially, mentally, and emotionally.

Being clean is invisible
A final meaning regarding feeling undermined by a disingenuous interest in clean sport was the lack 
of recognition and reward they received for their compliance with anti-doping rules, doping con-
trols, and the work required by athletes to uphold and promote the values that underpin clean sport. 
As such, this created a sense of resentment for the anti-doping system because athlete’s efforts and 
willingness to comply with anti-doping rules and procedures to uphold clean sport was typically 
taken-for-granted or had gone unacknowledged. Mostly discussed at the international focus group, 
the key issue was that athletes felt that they give up so much to be anti-doping rule compliant, but 
they have nothing to show for it. They expressed a great deal of frustration about not being able to 
project their clean status, which they were proud of, in any way. Reflecting on the fact that negative 
doping test results were unpublished or publicised, one Irish athlete said: ‘It annoys me that I don’t 
get an email saying, “Test taken on such a date has been returned and it was negative. Thank you for 
your commitment to the sport.” I think that is something that we should be getting’. Findings also 
showed how funding systems in sport were exclusively focused on normative performance achieve-
ments, and how athletes were not financially supported in their activities to promote clean sport. In 
relation to this last point, a participant in the international focus group stated:

You don’t get paid to speak up, or run a workshop with kids, or show up at events and maybe have a [inaudible] 
banner with leaflets. I’m willing to do that but, at the same time, I need to make a living . . . Maybe in smaller 
countries like ours [Slovenia], that is an issue because athletes say, “Okay, I’m passionate about this but I need 
something substantial so I can make a living. I can’t be spending hours and hours on something that doesn’t pay 
my bills at the end of the month.”

Clean anxiety

A third overarching meaning was labelled as clean anxiety. The clean athlete experience was 
characterised by varying levels of psychological angst about ingesting or putting something into 
their body that could result in them jeopardising their personal sense of being a clean athlete as well 
as unintentionally breaching anti-doping rules. Participants indicated that much of this clean anxiety 
was derived from their awareness of anti-doping rules, as well as perceptions that these rules were 
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both stringent and ambiguous. Consequently, athletes found themselves anxious about making an 
anti-doping rule violation, thus time and energy was taken up by worrying and avoiding something 
that they had no intention of doing. Specific examples of things they became anxious about 
included unknowingly or accidentally taking a banned substance (perhaps because of lack of 
knowledge, momentary inattention, or external tampering) or accidentally missing a doping control 
test. In all instances, athletes were acutely aware of the damage that these things could do to their 
reputation as a clean athlete (e.g., make them the target of negative press and social media) and to 
their career aspirations (e.g., receive sanctions that banned them from sport). The experience of 
anxiety could be heightened at or near to the time of consuming something, and at the time of 
being tested and waiting for the test result. For example, a participant in a Netherlands focus group 
said, ‘So I got tested a while back, but even though I knew I did not take anything it was still stressful 
to receive the result.’

Clean anxiety was a contributing factor as to why participants were vigilant and careful in nature 
and why some chose to take a conservative approach to the use of supplements and substances that 
would support or enhance their performance. There was also evidence that clean anxiety prompted 
medication hesitation or ‘aversion’. Indeed, psychological angst could be experienced by clean 
athletes when unwell and faced with the prospect of taking something to relieve their illness, and 
this was spoken about by one participant at the international focus group: ‘I didn’t even take nose 
drops when I was sick because I was so paranoid and thought, “What’s going to happen when I get 
tested and maybe these nose drops will test me positive?”’ Similarly, another participant at the 
international focus group said:

I’m not sure exactly what illness it would be but in case you’re ill, you get a prescribed drug that would possibly 
enhance your performance . . . but issues could arise here as well. Where is the fine line? “Am I genuinely being 
fair?” With an illness that you have, you’re thinking, “Am I taking advantage of the system because I’m ill? I have 
this medically backed up drug to help me get better but then at the same time, is it helping my performance as 
well?”

There were different opinions as to whether this clean anxiety was a good or bad by-product of the 
existence of doping and anti-doping in sport. A mixed opinion about the necessity of clean anxiety 
was highlighted in a UK focus group, as illustrated in the following quotation spoken by a participant:

Should clean athletes be paranoid about going to have a drugs test? Because obviously like you know you said 
like you get really nervous, you’re convinced you’re going to fail . . . at the same time just to kind of contradict 
that a little bit, like sometimes I think it’s a really like rigorous process but then when you remember what goes 
on [i.e., that dopers are out there] you think yes it needs to be like that.

Discussion

As the ‘protecting clean sport’ and athletes’ rights to ‘clean sport’ mission takes a stronghold in anti- 
doping, shifting the spotlight on to clean athletes (as opposed to dopers) becomes both timely and 
inevitable. This study employed a QSA approach with our previous study data (Petróczi et al. 2021b) 
to highlight the ways athletes are affected by doping in their personal, sub-cultural, and broader 
environment, which then led to differentiating between direct and indirect impacts. In support for 
the indirect impact aspect, we also identified areas where clean athletes feel that they are let down 
and/or neglected by the anti-doping system and its mission to protect clean sport by catching the 
perpetrators.

Harm done by doping

Findings highlight how athletes’ direct and vicarious experiences with doping affected them in many 
ways. Direct impact through losing a medal to a doped opponent is profound. As also highlighted by 
Erickson et al. (2016) and Shelley et al. (2021), retrospectively awarded medals are not highly valued, 
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nor do they feel real. However, the impact of doping on clean athletes is multifaceted and goes 
beyond the obvious bitterness of being cheated out of opportunities such as medals, sponsorship 
deals, or better lives in an economic sense. Contrary to the tacit belief that only athletes who lose 
a medal or a position to a doper are affected, athletes’ accounts made it clear that the impact of 
doping is not limited to these relatively infrequent situations. Indirect impacts are felt on a daily basis 
through the ever-present suspicion that surrounds them and good performances, common and 
frequent anxiety about making a mistake and being labelled as a doper, or being seen as guilty by 
association. For clean athletes, doping is also experienced as an act against the sport they love.

Although there is a great deal of resemblance between how athletes experienced the impact of 
doping with other studies (e.g., Erickson et al. 2016, Shelley et al. 2021, Petróczi et al. 2021b, Clancy 
et al. 2022), the present study also offers unique points for consideration by anti-doping authorities. 
One such issue is the impact of doping on self-expectations. Doping through ‘doped’ performances 
and training loads sets the bar of what is achievable at an unrealistic level. Besides the obvious 
impact on qualifying requirements which may prevent some athletes from participating in major 
events, doping indirectly affects perceptions about training levels and methods. Athletes in the 
current study questioned their own talent and training because they feel that they cannot keep up, 
or tried to mimic a training level that was impossible without drugs or acquiring injuries. Collectively 
these affect self-expectations, motives, and career goals. Seeing unreasonable reference points and 
being committed to clean sport performance leads to a belief that one cannot be at the top without 
doping, whereby a response is not doping but staying focused on self and valuing the individual 
journey, the process, and celebrating self-referenced incremental improvement. Future research is 
required to elucidate this issue further, but it appears that for clean athletes having to shift goal posts 
and expectations of the self is a way of coping with doping via coming to terms with and accepting 
that doping is present in their environment and focusing on the self instead.

As evidenced in the literature already (e.g., Woolway et al. 2020, Petróczi et al. 2021b), athletes 
echoed the concerns over unequal implementations of the anti-doping rules across sports and 
nations, and showed a great deal of frustration about how the local applications of the rules and 
sanctions result in being ‘too lenient’ towards some high-profile athletes. The current study also 
highlights how the time for processing and prosecuting doping takes too long and even so, retro-
spective correction does not bring back the moment of standing on the podium or knowing how 
close one was to a medal position. Athletes in the current study felt that the post-award results 
management following positive tests and sanctions is not part of the anti-doping system but an ad- 
hoc afterthought with no importance. The problem is further amplified by conflicting interests 
between the involved parties in doping control sample re-analysis. Athletes are acutely aware that 
re-analysis and results adjustments can take up to ten or more years (Kolliari-Turner et al. 2021), 
which means that it is very likely that medal or position re-allocation due to re-analysis of stored 
samples will most likely take place after their retirement from sport. Furthermore, in contrast to 
athletes’ best interest (i.e., get the results as fast as possible, preferably when they are still active 
competitive athletes), testing authorities aim to maximise their chances to find positive cases and 
reap the maximum benefits from advances in analytical methods, thus using the maximum time of 
ten years. Furthermore, redistribution of medals is normally left to the International Federations or 
National Governing Bodies for the sport affected. If a global organisation (e.g., WADA) was to 
produce policy (or an international standard) on the ad-hoc ‘compensation’ to athletes harmed by 
drug cheats that could go a long way to building athletes’ confidence in the system.

Undermined and overlooked by lenient and poor treatment of dopers and clean athletes

The impact of doping and anti-doping on clean athletes is overwhelmingly negative, which under-
mines (procedural) legitimacy perceptions of anti-doping (Woolway et al. 2020). As a start, organisa-
tions with direct and indirect responsibility for protecting clean sport need to explore how instances 
of doping can be managed and communicated in ways that reassure and give athletes confidence 
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that their sport is being ‘cleaned up’ and its integrity is being protected (instead of doping instances 
fuelling more suspicion). Anti-doping which is perceived as superficial and slogan-driven without 
action or aiming for image management instead of actions (i.e., following a scandal, instead of 
implementing changes, only speak of the desire of the system to protect sport) angers athletes and 
leads them to question if the system is really in place to protect athletes’ rights to a clean sport 
environment, or just showing the extent of measures against doping to the stakeholder and the 
public through compliance (Gray 2019) but without evidence of their effectiveness (Houlihan and 
Hanstad 2019).

Clean athletes believe in clean sport for the love of sport and the example they believe it sets for 
future generations of emerging athletes and non-athletic young people alike. They fully support anti- 
doping and evidence strong, positive normative legitimacy for anti-doping (Woolway et al. 2020), 
but at the same time, they are disillusioned about the anti-doping system. Athletes’ frustration is 
heightened by the fact that their ‘good behaviour’ is not only taken for granted but it is invisible. 
Although it is true that clean status cannot be proven, only the opposite (Petróczi et al. 2021a), 
athletes feel that there is room in the anti-doping system to make clean athletes more present and 
visible without relying on clean athletes having to speak up and publicise their clean efforts. For 
example, athletes can show their personal commitment to clean sport through multiple evidence for 
anti-doping rule compliance. This could take many forms including sending confirmation of 
a negative test (the same way it is done in health screening) and making testing retrospectively 
transparent. Considering the results about athletes fearing that others suspect them of doping, 
transparent evidence for anti-doping rule compliance can also alleviate some of athletes’ fear of 
being accused by others as a doper. Clean athletes do not see doping testing as a threat but as 
a reassurance – for the athlete and the general public – but for this, negative results must be visible. 
However, this approach would require making changes to testing plans to ensure that all athletes at, 
or above, a certain competitive level are periodically tested, or at least provide a doping control 
sample for storage and potential analyses at a later date. It should be noted that some athletes may 
be reluctant to do this for reasons other than hiding doping behaviour. An alternative is for testing 
organisations to make such information public. Whilst this would raise issues around general data 
protection, and most likely not be universally supported, this option should not be denied to those 
who wish to make their testing regime public.

Athletes in the current study were also clear about their view that the anti-doping system should 
be more proactive in recording and publicising individual athlete’s compliance with anti-doping 
rules and that the system should give equal attention to recording the clean side of sport as it is 
currently given for anti-doping rule violations, rather than assuming that sports and athletes are seen 
as clean by the general public until it is proven otherwise. Suspicion of doping is ever-present, 
especially doping of athletes with extraordinary performance, those associated with doping through 
coaches or teammates found guilty of anti-doping rule violation, or simply being from a country with 
poor reputation for anti-doping.

Clean athlete vulnerability

Findings also suggest that being a clean athlete comes naturally for most athletes, but anti-doping 
rule compliance is something different altogether. The latter requires constant effort and vigilance 
which was evident in athletes’ accounts of their daily practices they employ to avoid accidentally 
ingesting something that could produce a positive doping test or make a mistake otherwise that 
would constitute anti-doping rule violation. This heightened level of vigilance and dutiful compli-
ance was also showcased in previous qualitative studies with elite athletes (e.g., Shelley et al. 202 l, 
Qvarfordt et al. 2021). In athletes’ narratives in this study, there is also tension between the under-
mining nature of what they perceive as lenient treatment of some notorious dopers and full-on 
sanctions for others, perhaps for a lesser and potentially accidental anti-doping rule violation. Clean 
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athletes want dopers to be punished more harshly yet the prospect of making a mistake that leads to 
a hard sanction is a constant source of anxiety.

On the one hand, as also showed elsewhere (e.g., Shelley et al. 2021), athletes in the current study 
agree that they need to be ‘professional’ about everything they do, which includes anti-doping 
compliance. For example, they see dutifully logging their whereabouts, checking supplements, 
keeping record of the batch numbers, taking their own supplies abroad, or not eating in restaurants 
not pre-approved for ‘safe’ food consumption as part of being a ‘professional’ (elite) athlete. On the 
other hand, they feel that this is burdensome, and the lengths that athletes are willing to go to make 
sure that there are no accidents is worrying. Even if they accept that it is part of being an athlete, they 
feel that it should not be.

Impact on legitimacy perception

Legitimacy-focused studies among elite athletes attest to athletes’ support for doping control and 
testing even if it is burdensome (e.g., Efverström et al. 2016a, Henning and Dimeo 2018, Shelley et al.  
2021), and the athletes in the present sample are no different. Yet, similar to Shelley et al. (2021), 
athletes are also acutely aware that this side of competitive sport is completely hidden from the 
public, and athletes do not fully realise the extent of this until they reach elite level and become part 
of the system. Anti-doping education aims to prepare athletes when it sets the goal that every 
athlete’s first experience with anti-doping should be through education (as opposed to testing), but 
this is not the case for everyone and even with awareness, the reality hits hard. This shock is amplified 
when they start competing internationally and realise that the strict system they are accustomed to 
does not necessarily apply to everyone. Even so, athletes are supportive of the strict system and want 
strict rules with harsh punishment and are willing to take the burden that comes with it which 
appears to be a consistent pattern arising from research interviews with elite athletes (e.g., 
Efverström et al. 2016a, Henning and Dimeo 2018, Qvardfordt et al. 2021, Shelley et al. 2021). 
However, from the organisational point of view it is debatable how effective the system is for 
fostering clean sport culture if it is built on fear and anxiety. In line with previous findings, anti- 
doping education (e.g., MacNamara and Collins 2014, Hallward and Duncan 2019, Hurst et al. 2020, 
Woolf 2020) and threat of sanctions alone (e.g., Overbye 2017, Westmattelmann et al. 2018) play 
a role in anti-doping but athletes’ personal commitment to clean sport in the present study also 
appears to be independent of the anti-doping rules and system (see more in Petróczi et al. 2021b).

Theoretical contribution

Although the current study was applied in nature and sought to answer research questions with 
direct practical relevance, some of the results can make a modest contribution to related theories. 
Elements in athletes’ lifeworld resonate with theories in organisational types and behaviour. For 
example, bureaucratic structures and procedures are established to get things done in 
a standardised, efficient, and professional manner, free of emotions or compassion, but sometimes 
they become ends in themselves. Scholars criticising bureaucracy (e.g., Merton 1963, Crozier and 
Friedberg 2010) observed that in highly bureaucratic organisations – which are strongly rule- and 
procedure-based and compliance driven – the obsession with forms and following set procedures 
can lead to a lack of flexibility to deal with cases and situations that fall outside of standard 
categories within the set rules and procedures. Furthermore, because bureaucratic organisations 
put so much stress on compliance, following the established rules and procedures can become an 
end in itself, even when the rules get in the way of achieving the goals of the organisation (Merton  
1963). Interpreting athletes’ frustration about the time typically taken for sample re-testing and 
retrospective result adjustments within organisational theory framework, one can argue that it 
represents an unwanted consequence of bureaucracy. Although NADOs and re-testing rules are in 
place to serve the ultimate goal of protecting athletes’ rights to compete in a clean sport 
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environment (WADA 2021a), the delivery on organisational goals of catching as many dopers as 
possible leads to adopting a strategy (e.g., delaying re-testing as long as is legally allowed) that no 
longer serves the need of the population for which the procedure was put in place for (e.g., athletes 
are concerned with result adjustments and any medal re-allocations occurring within their sport 
career). Another example, that can also be found in the media and was discussed by the participants 
in the current study, is prosecuting an athlete for being unable to produce a urine sample and 
refusing to drink when the athlete is close to weighing in for a weight-class sport, then telling the 
same athlete – off the record – that if they did not open the door to the doping control officer, it 
would have only been a missed whereabouts requirement. In these examples one can argue that 
organisations, which were established to protect athletes’ rights to clean sport, act more in self- 
interest and not in the interest of their clients, the athletes.

Through the lens of legitimacy, the results from this study offer contributions to legitimacy 
models aiming to explain the link between legitimacy and behavioural choices with two observa-
tions: (a) clean sport behaviour and anti-doping code compliance are not one and the same; and (b) 
legitimacy perceptions are likely to impact voluntary cooperation with anti-doping organisations for 
clean sport based on shared values and ideals, not compliance with anti-doping regulations. 
Although combined models of legitimacy (e.g., Jackson et al. 2012, Tyler and Jackson 2014) posit 
that people comply with the rules either because they value being law-abiding and have a personal 
commitment to rule-following (i.e., genetic predisposition), and/or because they share the same 
values and ideals that justify having the rules and regulations in place, which is domain specific (e.g., 
clean sport, gender equity, etc.). As proposed by Jackson et al. (2012), a new definition of legitimacy 
considers two complimentary pathways based on internalisation and perceived obligation to obey, 
as well as personal identification with the authorities based on shared moral values (i.e., moral 
alignment) and goals (i.e., clean sport for all), both of which play a role in compliance with the rules 
and procedures. Results from the current study resonate closely with this definition, and with two 
recent studies that support this conceptualisation of legitimacy perception for anti-doping. 
Interviews with elite athletes from Germany, Italy and the UK provided strong evidence that anti- 
doping rule compliance and voluntary adherence to the clean sport principles are two different goals 
with different motivational underpinning (Clancy et al. 2022). Athletes in both the present study and 
that of Clancy et al. (2022) expressed a great deal of frustration about the anti-doping system and 
questioned ‘clean sport’ as it is promoted by the anti-doping movement, but they remained 
committed to clean sport on a personal level, independent of what anti-doping does or does not 
do for them. Linked to anti-doping specifically, Barkoukis et al. (2022) also showed that perceptions 
of legitimacy had both direct and indirect effects on intentions to support anti-doping policies (i.e., 
the cooperative element) but this should not be conflated with the compliance element.

Combined with the previous literature (e.g., Shelley et al. 2021, Petróczi et al. 2021b, Barkoukis et al.  
2022, Clancy et al. 2022), results from this study support the notion that athlete ‘buy-in’ to the system is not 
necessary for code compliance but it may make coping with its demand easier; yet it is necessary for 
actively co-operating with anti-doping authorities and advocating for anti-doping. Some other results 
such as the prolonged negative impact of doping and anti-doping on athletes fall short on making 
a contribution to a specific theory just yet, but offer strong rationale for future studies framed on a number 
of different theories. These include research into prolonged coping strategies for undesirable but 
uncontrollable conditions (e.g., dopogenic environment), and the role of trust and trustworthiness in 
clean sport behaviour, anti-doping compliance, and legitimacy perception.

Limitations
The current study and findings should be considered in light of two main limitations. The results 
present a unique and privileged perspective of western European athletes who, by and large, 
compete for the love of it with less pressure on making a living from sport. These athletes also 
represent countries with rigorous anti-doping testing systems and comprehensive anti-doping 
education provisions are available (Gatterer et al. 2020, 2021). Due to these circumstances, and 
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even setting cultural differences aside, the way doping impacts them directly and indirectly, and how 
they cope with it, are conceivably different than the impact on clean athletes in other countries. 
Although athletes in the present study exhibits a good degree of awareness of this, and speak 
emphatically about other athletes, it is not a substitute for exploring the impact of doping on clean 
athletes in other countries. It is important to note that ‘clean’ status in the sample is self-declared, 
although we have no reason to question the accuracy of this. For further details on recruitment, see 
the parent study (Petróczi et al. 2021b). In addition, a limitation associated with QSA is a potential 
mismatch between the research question and the relevant information richness of the data which 
limits the analysis or diverges from the original questions. Although none of the athlete researchers 
took the opportunity to provide member reflections in the current study, the third author was able to 
provide the athlete perspective on developing themes and formulating the discourse.

Future recommendations
Through learning from athletes’ first-hand experiences and insights, we were able to distil the key 
issues and make actionable recommendations for both future research and practice. One key 
challenge for protecting clean sport, and the integrity of clean sport is that anti-doping must not 
only fit into the broader context of sport integrity to maintain its relevance and contextual impor-
tance, but to make effort directly, actively, and explicitly for the clean athletes. ‘Clean sport integrity’ 
might be yet another chimera, but it could be a new concept that embraces all forms of cheating in 
their rightful context, and a pragmatic and practically useful designation for anti-doping. Either way, 
earning the integrity label demands fairness for ‘victims’ of doping, measures for mitigation and 
compensation for the lost opportunities, and education which helps athletes cope with the pressure 
they are under because of the constant surveillance and suspicion.

The results also have implications on how anti-doping legitimacy is perceived by athletes (Woolway 
et al. 2020). If clean athletes constitute much of the elite athlete community, as it appears to be the case, 
the problem is not with the anti-doping policies per se, but the implementation of anti-doping policies. 
Despite the experienced difficulties and frustration, clean athletes are supportive of anti-doping (leading 
to strong normative legitimacy for anti-doping). However, the day-to-day operational decisions and 
practices athletes described in this study can undermine the procedural legitimacy of anti-doping. To 
address clean athletes’ concerns, organisational level changes are needed, which may have to start with 
the mindset of those setting and implementing anti-doping policies. To facilitate this, future research into 
the views of anti-doping personnel about clean sport and clean athletes could be insightful and facilitate 
the much-needed positive changes for anti-doping (Englar-Carlson et al. 2016, Petróczi et al. 2017, Englar- 
Carlson 2018). Finally, future research is warranted to address the limitations of this study. Specifically, 
a new empirical study with the same research questions would allow for a more in-depth exploration of 
the impact of doping and anti-doping on clean athletes. In doing so, including athletes from countries 
where opportunities and resources are limited is needed to fully understand the impact on a global scale. 
For such future research, we do not promote seeking active verification of the self-declared ‘clean’ status, 
but if information is available on testing records of the participants, including this information in 
aggregated form among the demographic details could offer reassurance for the readers. 
Simultaneously, future research may construct Creative Non-Fictions from the themes in the current 
study and disseminate these to stakeholders such as anti-doping personnel for the purpose of empirically 
examining their reactions and reflections (Cavallerio 2021). In doing so this will offer insight into inter-
pretivist forms of generalisability (Smith 2018).

Conclusion

In conclusion, clean athletes are the foundation of clean sport. Despite being the majority, to date they 
have received little attention from anti-doping researchers or policy makers. Secondary analysis of in- 
depth and detailed qualitative data generated in a large group of elite athletes from five European 
countries showed that clean athletes are impacted by doping in a multiple way, even in the absence of 
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being cheated out of medals and opportunities by dopers directly. Coping with the indirect but persistent 
impacts of doping in athletes’ environment puts pressure on clean athletes, along with the daily demands 
of anti-doping rule compliance. The results further revealed that being a clean athlete and being anti- 
doping rule compliant are not synonymous. Each finding leads to a unique set of ways clean athletes are 
impacted by doping and presents unique demands on anti-doping education. Whilst clean athletes are 
supportive of anti-doping and harsh punishments for rule violations, they are concerned about the way 
these rules are implemented, which undermines their perception of procedural legitimacy of anti-doping. 
In summary, issues highlighted in this study by the athletes show areas for improvement and directly 
actionable points, many of which only require small changes in the ways anti-doping tests and results are 
handled or how athletes can be better supported in their daily efforts to be anti-doping rule compliant. 
Athletes’ experiences from the data crystallised into practical issues that organisations responsible for anti- 
doping should pay attention to: (a) address clean athletes’ perception that their efforts for being anti- 
doping code compliance is taken for granted and neglected amidst a concentrated focus on ‘catching the 
cheats’ in testing and ‘stopping cheating’ in education; (b) recognise and meet clean athletes’ need for fast 
justice and correction when they are cheated out of medals, prizes, and opportunities; (c) acknowledge 
that athletes do not have to lose out on a medal to be negatively affected by doping in their environment, 
and mitigate against its detrimental impact on athletes’ lives by actively helping athletes to cope with this 
chronic impact; (d) recognise the difficulties and challenges inherent in how athletes cope with the 
demands of anti-doping policies and practices that are honed in and optimised for catching and 
sanctioning a minority group of athletes; (e) be aware that being a clean athlete and anti-doping rule 
compliant are not synonymous, which has implications for anti-doping education; and finally (f) be aware 
of and mitigate against the impact that athletes’ distrust in the system might have on anti-doping 
legitimacy perceptions. Future research is warranted into the impact of doping on athletes from different 
countries and cultures, along with exploring the views of anti-doping personnel on the role of clean 
athletes.
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